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A fictitious shear span is formulated for members without web reinforcement which are

partially strengthened with externally bonded steel plates. An analytical expression for this
fictitious shear span is derived based on tests and simulations. Then, by using MC90, the
resistance by plate-end shear for partially plated members is calculated. In addition, for fully
plated members the flexural-shear resistance is calculated with Rafla's formulation. Kani's
shear valley for plate-end shear indicates that this type of behaviour dominates flexural shear.

1. Introduction

In practice, strengthening of RC members with externally bonded steel plates has mainly been

applied in order to improve their flexural capacity. But how does the additionally bonded
flexural reinforcement influence the shear resistance of the member? Oehlers [1992] investigated
the shear resistance of members without web reinforcement by varying the "unplated length of
the shear span." However, due to the scatter of test results the influence was not clearly shown.

Formulations for the mean value of the ultimate shear stress tum for conventionally RC members
without web reinforcement were given by Rafla (Eq. (1)) and MC90 (Eq. (2)). After statistical
analyses it emerged that for Cm RiIli

0.85 and CmMC9(l 0.18 good agreement with test results on
the ultimate nominal shear stress is obtained (Jansze [1997]). Then, the shear load is simply
calculated by multiplying Tum with bd. These formulations and a formulated fictitious shear span
for plate-end shear form the basis for a design method for plated members loaded in shear.

2. Analyses of variables influencing the shear capacity

2.1. Framework of the research study

At the Delft University of Technology a research study was conducted in which the influence of
the unplated length L, the plate reinforcement ratio pp (by varying plate width and thickness) and
the shear span a were investigated (Jansze [1997]). The test set-up provided a shear span of 800

mm. The specimens were 100x200 mm2 in cross section and contained two longitudinal 8 mm
diameter ribbed bars at an effective depth of 170 mm. No web reinforcement was applied.
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Rafla Eq. (1)

X(jtj CmJWIa au V (m %/ Po d

CEB-FIP MC90 Eq. (2)

xum=Cm,Œfl f*n

ct„ -6.0-2.2~ for 1.0 <^<2.0
d d

au =0.795 + 0.293(3.5 -~)25 2.0<^<3.5
d o

a =0.90 -0.03- for 3.5 <§
d d

Vum *uml>d in which:

p0 reinforcement ratio (=100A^bd)

fOT mean compressive cylinder strength
d effective depth
a =shear span

2.2. Experimental observations and numerical simulations on shear

Tests and numerical simulations showed a good agreement (Fig. 1). In the case of a fully plated
specimen (LO), flexural-shear failure occurred in the shear span. The ultimate shear load was
correctly calculated by Rafla's equation. However, when the shear span was only partially plated
(L50, L100, L200), a large crack was initiated at the plate end in the unstrengthened part of the
shear span. This crack developed into a shear crack at the onset of the ultimate load. Thus,
failure is governed by plate-end shear. The FEM-simulations were carried out with DIANA. For
concrete cracking the smeared crack model with bilinear tension softening was adopted.

Fig. 1 Crack pattern after testing (left: LO, LI00 and L200) and numerically calculated crack

pattern at ultimate load right: L50, L100, L200) ofstrengthened member with 5x100 mm2 plate

2.3. Qualification of variables

When the results obtained from the experiments and the numerical simulations are graphically
represented the following conclusions with respect to the variables can be drawn:
• The unplated length L mainly governs the magnitude of the ultimate shear load, see Fig. 2.

From about unplated lengths larger than 300 mm a combined shear-flexural peeling occurs;
• The shear span a has no influence on the ultimate shear load if a > L+d, see Fig. 3;

• The amount of plate reinforcement pp (by varying cross sectional area) has little effect on the
ultimate load by plate-end shear compared with flexural shear (LO), see Fig. 4.

Flexural shear can be described with conventional formulas in contrast to plate-end shear. For
the derivation of an analytical expression to describe the shear resistance by plate-end shear,

only the influence of the unplated length L is taken into account.
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3. Formulation for predicting the plate-end shear capacity

3.1. Additional parameter: fictitious shear span aL

The plate-end-shear crack prevents the partially plated specimen to take full advantage of arch
action due to intersection of the compressive-force path. Thus, only the contribution of beam
action can be accounted for. When the ultimate shear loads of the partially plated members are

compared with the shear resistance formulation of MC90 - which insufficiently takes full arch
action into account compared to Rafla's equation (see Jansze [1997]) - a fictitious shear-span-to-
depth ratio can be defined, see Fig. 5. Because the effective depth dt of the unplated part is

constant, a fictitious shear span aL can be deduced, see Table 1. From this Table it follows that
the fictitious shear span aL increases with increasing unplated length L. At the same time, the
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fictitious shear span also increases with increasing cross sectional area of the steel, however, this
will be neglected. Note that the real shear span a of the member is 800 mm.

Table 1 Fictitious shear span aL deducedfrom ultimate plate-end-shear loads and MC90

MHMHWliEWWWfr 'W- v~ V, a«:;; \\ j: *

t&wm •a, [ffiriî] 1 rraiEr tpc A. WWÊÊI
187 1.9 325 2.9 495 5.3 901

!.!5 195 2.0 340 3.4 580 6.2 1054

P5x lO0
£ - 1.2 205 2.1 355 3.9 665 7.2 1225

3.2. Modelling analogy

By introducing the fictitious shear span an analogy was found with Kim & White [1991]. There,
an analytical expression was developed for predicting the location of the critical shear crack on
the basis of p, a and d Because limited data was available on the exact location of the critical
crack position ac, a statistical analysis resulted in Eq. (3), see Fig. 6 (left) (note: p ps As/bd).

If RC members are partially strengthened by means of externally bonded steel plates, it was
demonstrated that a plate-end-shear crack is forced to occur in the unplated part of the shear

span. Hence, the position of the unbonded length L is fixed and equals to location of the critical
shear crack ac of Kim & White. Accordingly, the fictitious shear span aL is analogous to the
shear span a belonging to ac. Then, Eq. (3) can be interpreted as Eq. (4), see also Fig. 6 (right).

3.3
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modelling analogy

a Eq.(3) => l 3.3
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Fig. 6 Location ac of governing flexural-shear crack according to Kim & White [1991]
Modelling analogy with fictitious shear span aL and unplated length L for partially plated
member according to Jansze [1997]; plate-end-shear crack is analogous to flexural-shear crack

3.3. Verification and formulation of shear resistance by fictitious shear span

The fictitious shear span aL as expressed by Eq. (4) is used to compute the shear resistance on
the basis of MC90. Essential is that in this formulation the unstrengthened part is considered, so
the effective depth of the internal reinforcement ds and the internal reinforcement ratio p, have to
be considered. In Fig. 7 the computed shear resistance is compared with the experimental and

numerically simulated results. It can be seen that the constant 3.3 of Kim & White overestimates
the plate-end-shear load. However, analyses show that by replacing the constant 3.3 in Eq. (4)
by the fictitious-shear-span-to-depth ratio aL/ds, good agreement is obtained between the plate-
end-shear loads based on the fictitious shear span and the experimental and numerical results,
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see Fig. 7. Thus, by substituting constant 3.3, Eq. (4) can be rewritten into Eq. (5) that explicitly
expresses the fictitious shear span aL :

a, cf. L3 Eq. (5)

For L50, L100, L200 and L300 a fictitious shear span of respectively 235, 395, 665 and 900 mm
is calculated. These values are very satisfactory when compared to Table 1. Then, when the

fictitious shear span calculated by Eq. (5) is subsequently used to calculate shear according to
MC90, the plate-end-shear loads are in good agreement with the tests and simulations. When Eq.
(5) is used to calculate the shear resistance of various concrete member geometry's as listed in
Table 2, it is concluded that the analytical expression in combination with MC90 is definitely
capable of calculating the plate-end-shear load of partially strengthened members. This method
is applicable for a > L+d. Furthermore, Jansze [1997] shows that this method is also applicable
to determine a lower bound for shear peeling loads, and not applicable for shear-flexural peeling.

,FM

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
L[mm]

Tests

Jansz^D^l
series

S-W ' S-H

Ac [mm2] 200x200 100x400

Pto[%] 0.59 0.662

P [mm2] 5x100 5x100

L [mm] 100 200

a [mm] 800 1600

ajmm] 395 795

V^[kN] 35.9/36.5
35.8 /36.9

38.1 /40.6
40.3 / 34.4

V„[kN] 37.7 36.5

Fig. 7 Shear resistance of tests,
simulations and according to model

Table 2 Shear resistance of additional tests

according to fictitious shear span and MC90

4. Shear - Flexure interaction represented by Kani's shear valley

4.1. Input parameters for a case study

A case study is carried out in which the shear-flexure interaction is analysed by constructing
Kani's shear valley for fully and partially plated members. For various shear-span-to-depth and
reinforcement ratios the ultimate shear moment over ultimate flexural moment is calculated. A
maximum value of MVcu /M^ 1 is adopted to indicate flexural failure. The case study is based

on a member 100x200 mm in cross section and the amount of external plate reinforcement is
assumed to be equal to the amount of internal bars (ps pp). Flexural failure is calculated by
adopting yield stresses of 600 N/mm2 and 285 N/mm2 for the bars and plate, respectively. The
mean compressive cylinder strength is 36 N/mm2. Is must be stressed that at the axes the total
amount of reinforcement is based on the reinforcement ratio in the constant moment region (ps +
pp) and furthermore that the real shear span a is plotted in the graph for a/d.
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4.2. Flexural capacity versus flexural-shear and plate-end-shear resistance

Both flexural shear for fully plated members (LO) and plate-end shear for partially plated
members (in this case study L 100 and 200 mm) are graphically represented by Kani's shear

valley in Fig. 8. It is clearly seen that for plate-end shear Kani's shear valley has much more
depth than for flexural-shear failure. Particularly for shear-span-to-depth ratio's a/d < 4 or 5

plate-end shear dominates flexural shear. For shear spans smaller than approximately a < L+d an

arch can be formed between the load and the support because the plate-end-shear crack does not
intersect the compressive-load path. Thus, a plateau is visible as in the original shear valley. The

valley of the L200 member has less depth than that of the LI00 member, see also Fig. 3. The

LI 00 and L200 graphs further indicate that with increasing unplated length plate-end-shear also

governs failure for larger a/d-values. The graphs clearly indicate that one should be careful with
strengthening short deep beams. The reduction of the bearing capacity by plate-end shear may be

considerable, specially for small a/d-values.

LO -flexural shear L100 - plate-end shear L200 - plate-end shear

Fig. 8 Kani's shear valley for fully plated members and calculated Kani's shear valley for
partially plated members with external steel plate stopped 100 and 200 mm short of the support

5. Conclusions

The fictitious-shear-span-to-depth ratio is successfully used in combination with the MC90
formulation on shear resistance to calculate the ultimate shear load for plate-end shear.

Basically, the mechanism of plate-end shear is analogous to that of flexural shear, however, the
ultimate shear loads differ significantly. Compared to the flexural capacity, up to about a/d < 4

or 5, failure by plate-end shear dominates failure by flexural shear. It is therefore advised to
bond the steel plate as close as possible to the support to increase not only the flexural capacity,
but also the shear resistance of the strengthened member.
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